COMPACT WALKER TRACTOR MEETS INDUSTRY’S LARGEST DECK

Walker Manufacturing Company, producers of compact riding mowers, introduces the industry’s first 74” Side Discharge Deck - the largest cutting deck for a mid-size tractor.

Although it is Walker’s first four-bladed design, this larger deck has many of the same features used on other Walker gear-driven decks. The narrow, tunnel design of the in-line, timed blades offers a true finish cut, aids in scalp resistance and gives the same powerful, clean discharge pattern that Walker side discharge operators have enjoyed for years. The combination of Walker’s full-floating deck suspension and castering gauge wheels at the back of the deck help hold the contours of the terrain and also help prevent scalping. Just like all other Walker decks, the DSD74 tilts up to 90° for easy blade and deck maintenance. Available Spring 2002.

For Information & Ordering...
1-800-441-3573

Professional Results!

The improved PeCo Pro-12 vacuum system. Shown on an Encore machine, but designed to custom fit virtually all commercial Z turn mowers on the market today! All PeCo vacs have a self contained power unit that does not rob engine power from the mower. Featuring a fully mounted tapered aluminum box with obstruction free dumping from the seat. Each unit comes with a counter balance weight and a throttle kit for complete from the seat operation. Engine options range from a standard Briggs & Stratton 5.5 Hp to a 7 Hp Yanmar diesel with electric start. PeCo vacs, always efficient, always affordable.

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY!

1-800-438-5823
100 Airport Rd. • Arden, NC 28704
peco@ioa.com
Still using old-fashioned stake & wire to plant your new trees & shrubs?

Finally, there's a better way! Introducing...

**Tree Staple Inc.**

The revolutionary new stabilizing system that's

SAFER because it's completely below-grade

CHEAPER because it never needs to be adjusted or removed

EASIER because one worker, a sledgehammer, and a few minutes is all it takes to install

"Don't kill a tree to stake a tree"

CALL (877) TREES-49

WWW.TREESTAPLEINC.COM

Tree Staple, Inc. • 310 Springfield Ave., Suite B

Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
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